Abstract-A theory that predicts the magnitude of low-frequency magnetic fields near a current-carrying twisted-pair cable is developed. By asymptotically expressing the theoretical results, it is shown that the magnetic fields from a twisted-pair cable of pitch distance p decrease exponentially with the radial distance from the center of the cable. The asymptotically expressed result is verified experimentally for a radial distance as large as (3/2)p. At such a distance, the maximum fields from the cable are shown to be 50 dB below that from a two-wire line (two parallel wires), even though both the cable and the wire line are carrying the same amount of current.
pair cable has not appeared primarilY becatuse of thle complexity of the fields. However, qualitatively, its behavior is reasonably well understood.
The need for a quantitative study of the twisted-pair cable exists. In certain situations one must decide how closely such a cable can be placed near othet cables without sustaining an intolerable amount of interference. Quanititative prediction is becoming more importaint as systems become more complicated and space becomes scarcer.
The twisted-pair cable can be represenited mathematically as a double helix, but the magnetic fields from the helix cannot be described simply. Because the current elements from the cable constitute a complicated spatial orientation, it is hard to obtain a simple useful model for such a cable. Alksne [1] did derive a modet, but it utilized the following two assumptions that preeluided using it, for practical interference predictions.
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The total magnetic vector potential produced by the bifilar helix current is AT= A1 A2. Since 7j ,, = I ,,(X) = I(X), and K-,,(-X) = 
The magnetic-field componei,t are found from B V X AT, which yields the tollwiiitg results: 
MOS.ER AND SPENCER: M AGNETIC FIELDS FROM TWISTED-PAIR CABLE
For typical values of q, i.e., 1/20 < q < 2/3, Io(q) is the dominant term, and (11) reduces to (MKS units) B,(max) = H°-qIo(q)e-(2t/p) V/pr (12) WVhen setting m = 0 anid then cos [( -(2-x/p)z] 1 in (7) and (8), the same result applies for B,0(max) and B,(max-). Realizing that for q . 2/3, I() = I + (q;'2)1 + -(q/2)4 (q/2)6 + 1 14=I+q2)± (2!)21 (3!) 3 and takin-ig 20 loglo of both sides and arranging the terms in order of descending importance, we obtained for the ima-ximum flux densities Frn i thie sinus)oidal maultipliers in (6)-(8), it is evident that for B0 and B, mnaximnum, B, is minimum. Conversely, for B0 antd BT minimaum, B, is maximum.
It is. interesting to vcompare the maximum fields from the twisted-pair cable with those from a two-wire line.
Rathei thani ainalyze (6)- (8) Fig. 3 anid where a is the half-wire spacing, center to center, and r is the radial distance from the center of the wires.
By forming the ratio of B, from (12) and (14), we ob- To verify the numerical results, two 10-foot plastic rods were m-;achin:e grooved to coincide with the model shown in Fig. 1 Experimenital results (verified in several inidepeindenlt experimenits) show that generally it is niot possible to observe the theoretical attenuation at greater distances due to effects attributed to deviation from the theoretical model of the actual model. These deviationis cani be, expected to be present in any practical installation.
For radial distances less than 1/3 the pitch dislance p (in the region where the asymptotic expression for ti) -) becomnes invalid), the maximuni fields can be caleula,ted by using the equations for the magnetic field froml a tw-owire line. 
Beyond this radius, the experimiientally obtaiined field levels were generally well above the predicted levels, and the sinusoidal variation w-ith z oir}) ino longet existed.
There are three possible reasoins fobr thlis (given in order of decreasing likelihood), althougol none of the three could be definitely established: 1) data affected more at larger radial distances by slight variations in p aiid a along the twisted-pair cable.
2) data contaminiated by end effeets.
3) spurious leakage of field from eq(uipment building reflections.
Possibly, since we were looking at sIliall differences in relatively large fields, the retardation effects., which have been neglected in deriving (6)(8) anId are. in fact, extremely small in the frequency railge of ititerest, accouiited for the lack of agreement between thie experimeiltal aInd the theoretical results. To check this, data were obtained at 1 and 10 kHz, and it was fouind that differences between the theoretical and the experimnental results were independent of frequency withiin the frequeiicy rainge of interest. 
